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Professional Experience Opportunities for
International Students - Academic
Curricular Practical Training (CPT)
- Internships
-

Part of the student learning experience
Provides work exposure
Urge to pursue through program of study

Departmental Research Teams

-

Build relationships while gaining knowledge and experience

Professional Experience Opportunities for
International Students - Academic
Professional Societies and Conferences
- Present
- Meet people and learn practitioner’s perspective
- Learn the language and most important skills used on a daily basis
-

These insights help identify skills to develop during academic study, internships,
etc.

Coursework
- Think like a professional and create significant products

Professional Experience Opportunities for
International Students - Non Academic
Student Organizations
- Leadership positions show professionalism
- Being involved adds human element: interests, passions, personal growth
Peer Liaison
- Teaching, mentoring, learning experience
- Interpersonal communication skills

Professional Experience Opportunities for
International Students - Non Academic
On Campus Jobs
- Eligible to work part-time on campus and full-time during breaks

Volunteer Work On Campus
- Diversifies resume
- Exemplifies commitment to community
- Letter of rec from supervisor establishes professional credibility

General Suggestions
-

Keep job descriptions and course syllabi
Write reflectively about experiences
Showing that you are intentional with your time is key
Want to appear as a whole person
Articulate experience as something more than just academic tourism

Transferable Skills
-

Language Skills
Cultural and Cross Cultural Awareness
Global Skills
Networking
Leadership, Team Building, and Collaboration
Problem Solving
Flexibility and Adaptability

Partnering with Career Services to Reach
International Students
Career Assessments
- Assess interests, personality, values, and skills
- Explore and analyze occupational paths
International Career Resources
- Professional etiquette and how to “dress” experiences for applications
Programming
- Intern for a day
- Critiques and workshops on resumes and personal statements
- Mock interviews

Current resume notation of Abroad
Experience:

Taking it to the next level:

How do we get there?

Putting it on Paper

Putting it on Paper
Top 5 skills employers say they seek:
1. Ability to work in a team structure
2. Ability to make decisions and solve problems (tie)
3. Ability to communicate verbally with people inside and outside an organization
4. Ability to plan, organize and prioritize work
5. Ability to obtain and process information
-

National Association of Colleges and Employers (NACE)

Putting it on Paper
Assessment Design
-

Pre and Post Assessment
2 questions per skill
Rate yourself on a scale of 1 - 10 (one being the lowest, 10 being the
highest)
Association of American Colleges and Universities Value Rubrics
-

https://www.aacu.org/value-rubrics
Value Rubrics on: teamwork, problem-solving, communication, inquiry and analysis, & more
Use “Capstone” behaviors when designing questions

Putting it on Paper
Skill: teamwork
Capstone behavior: “supports a constructive team climate by doing all of the
following:
-

Treats team members respectfully by being polite and constructive in
communications”

Assessment question: When interacting with others on a group project or in a
group setting, please rate your ability of treating members of your group
respectfully by being polite and constructive in communication.

Putting it on Paper
Pre Assessment
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Please rate your ability to provide assistance and encouragement to others when working in a
team setting
When interacting with others on a group project or in a group setting, please rate your ability of
treating members of your group respectfully by being polite and constructive in communication.
Please rate your ability to manage or solve academic challenges
Please rate your ability to manage or solve personal challenges
Please rate your ability to communicate with people from different backgrounds and/or beliefs
Please rate your ability to clearly and concisely present new ideas to others
Please rate your ability to manage various assignments and meet those assignments’ deadlines
Please rate your ability to effectively prioritize your work when given multiple projects at one time
Please rate your ability to acquire and process new information.
Please rate your ability to understand new information and to communicate it to others:

Putting it on Paper
Post Assessment
-

Crafting questions to encourage reflection (it’s all about perception)
-

-

When interacting with others on a group project or in a group setting, please rate your ability of treating members of
your group respectfully by being polite and constructive in communication.
Was there a time during your Oxford experience you worked on a team or in a group for a project, task, etc:
(examples may be from living in the House, your Tutoring Partnership, with other members of your UGA group)
No: move on to the next question.
Yes: In one to two sentences describe how you worked effectively in this team setting. (answer box)
Please rate your ability to manage or solve personal challenges
Was there a time during your Oxford experience that you were faced with a unique academic and/or personal
challenge or issue? (examples may be navigating a new education system, having to strategize accomplishing
new assignments, unfamiliarity with a new country, travel problems, etc)
No - move on to next question
Yes: In one to two sentences describe how you solved the most significant problem you faced:
(answer box)

Putting it on Paper
●

●

●

Was there a time during your Oxford experience you worked on a team or in a group for a project,
task, etc? Yes: In one to two sentences describe how you worked effectively in this team setting
○ “While working on a group project for Dr. Huber’s class we were able to work effectively
through the use of technology such as Google Doc, GroupMe, and Google Slides.”
Was there a time during your Oxford experience that you were faced with a unique academic
and/or personal challenge or issue? Yes: In one to two sentences describe how you solved the
most significant problem you faced:
○ “I was tasked with presenting the majority of a large group project, which I was uncomfortable
with doing. I gave a good presentation by rehearsing several times, dressing well, and
displaying as much confidence as possible”
Was there a time during your Oxford experience where you faced multiple deadlines, projects,
and/or tasks at one time? Yes: in one to two sentences describe strategies you used to be
successful in prioritizing and/or organizing your work:
○ “ Upon completing my daily seminar, I would review content and create a task sheet to
facilitate my uncertain tutorial obligations.”

Putting it on Paper
Resume formula using assessment results:
Action Verb (see list below) + hirable skill (see output scores) + personal
experience (one to two sentences)
Working in a team action verbs:
Adapt Advise Advocate Aid Answer Anticipate Arrange
Assess Assist Clarify Coach Collaborate Contribute
Cooperate Counsel Deliver Demonstrate Diagnose
Educate Enable Encourage Enlist Ensure Evaluate
Expedite Facilitate Familiarize Foster Guide Handle
Moderate Observe Orient Predict Prescribe Protect
Prevent Provide Reconcile Rectify Refer Rehabilitate
Represent Resolve Serve Simplify Supply Support
Volunteer

Problem Solving action Verbs:
Accumulate Acquire Address Analyze Brainstorm Calculate
Chart Clarify Collaborate Collect Compare Conduct
Diagnose Design Detect Determine Discover Disprove
Evaluate Examine Extract Formulate Gather Hypothesize
Identify Interpret Interview Investigate Modify Organize
Reduce Remedy Research Revamp Review Revitalized
Revive Solve Study Summarize Survey Troubleshoot
*Courtesy of UGA Career Center

Putting it on Paper
Pre-assessment given in hard copy format at program orientation
Emailed electronic post assessment to all summer program alumni

Providing results/meeting one on one with your students
-

Timing: before graduation, before grad-school apps due
Save results for future

Use responses to improve program

Formula given to students:
Action Verb (see handout)

hirable skill (work in a team structure, problem-solving, communication,
prioritization, processing of new information)
personal experience (one to two sentences)
*don’t forget to include HOW you were successful (strategies you used)

1. Expectations (pre-departure)
2. Implementation | Acquisition (abroad)

3. Articulation | Application
(upon return, further afield)
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